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Surrey County Council CEO
‘inspired’ by GASP

It is a real motivation for our charity that the world famous-company
McLaren so positively endorses the life-changing programmes we
deliver to young people – by hosting our Awards Presentation event for
a third time in 2016. As well as Formula 1, the McLaren Group
encompasses a number of high-tech, high-profile, niche companies
operating at the highest level in their respective fields. On pages 2-4 of
this Bulletin, we bring you news of the Award winners and our funders,
stakeholders and supporters who made the presentations.
Our special thanks go to Surrey County Council and its CEO, David
McNulty and Chairman, Mrs Sally Marks, who supported the event
and donated the trophy for the Group Achievement Award. Speaking to
Award winners and our invited guests after presenting the GASP
Champion Award to Alex Pettitt, CEO David McNulty (above) said:
“I didn’t realise quite how inspiring this evening would be. GASP stands
out because of the impact it has on individual young people’s lives. You
can almost touch the change in them. Every time I come into contact
with GASP there is another tweak, another improvement in their
programmes as they listen to feedback from the students. It’s amazing
that McLaren hosts this event for a little charity like GASP, but it
actually mirrors the key elements of McLaren; they have a shared ethos
and I hope that link continues year on year.”

On the grid at Dunsfold

Both of our electric kit cars – ‘Brightspark’ and ‘Go GASP’ – designed and
built by the GASP Monday and Wednesday evening students, were on the
grid for another heat of the Greenpower Formula 24 race on 18th
September. This time the race was on closer to home, at the Dunsfold track
– owned by our GASP Patron, Jim McAllister.
Despite a difficult practice, both cars were up and running for the heats,
posting excellent average speeds and overall times. There was applause
from all for student Robert Honey, who got stuck into repairing ‘Brightspark’
after a disastrous practice run. Without his intervention, the car would never
have started the actual race and go on to win the ‘First in Class’ for kit cars,
coming away with silverware for the GASP trophy cabinet!
Heat times
Brightspark
‘Go GASP’

Heat 1
11th, 37 Laps 18.3 mph
17th, 34 Laps 17.4 mph

Heat 2
10th, 40 Laps 20.8 mph
19th, 35 Laps 17.8 mph

Huge congratulations all round, especially to the students – Alex, Ashley,
Brandon, Cameron, Dougal, Jake, James, Robert and Tomas – and our
evening volunteers who direct, enthuse and encourage, and generally make
these events happen: Robert Cooke, Angus Denny, Chris Dymond, Chris
Holyoak and Tony Rogers. And our added thanks for the support from the
parents and to those who came to cheer the cars and the two teams along
on the day. Now the teams have their sights set on the 2017 season!
towards AQA Unit Awards. The GASP Motor Project has brought a
different challenge to them each week – from working on single and four
cylinder engines to go-karts and quad bikes. From January 2017, the GASP
mobile team, headed by Howard James, will be working with pupils at
Rydens Enterprise School.

Building ‘New Futures’ in Elmbridge

The Kia New Futures Fund combines monies donated by Kia Motors (UK)
Ltd and matched by Walton Charity. The aim of the fund is to improve the
lives of local young people (up to the age of 21) living in Elmbridge
borough. Walton Charity has worked for over 800 years in the heart of the
local community around Walton on Thames. It provides a range of
support to local people, including grants to individuals and community
grants to organisations working to meet local need.

In this autumn term, students at both the Elmbridge Alternative
Learning Programme and at Esher High School have been working

We are delighted that, with the help of the Kia New Futures Fund, GASP
is now able to expand the reach of our programme to young people in
Elmbridge. This is the feedback we have received from Jill McDermott,
the Alternative Curriculum Co-ordinator at Esher High School: “Our boys
are really enjoying this course and it is great to see them working with
such enthusiasm and focus. By the end of the very first session there was
a noticeable improvement in the boys’ dexterity and confidence. The
interaction between the students and staff has been excellent and we hope
to be able to work with GASP again in the future.”

Thanks to a grant of £5,000 from the Kia New Futures Fund, our
mobile unit will be delivering hands-on motor mechanics and practical
engineering workshops to three Elmbridge Schools during this
academic year. Each programme runs for one day a week over a period
of six weeks and is a great opportunity for groups of between four and
six young people to engage in personalised and targeted learning as
they look to the future.

McLaren, and Peter, have been true to that promise. Hosting a Business
Breakfast for GASP at the legendary McLaren Technology Centre provided
the Open Sesame for us to engage with corporates, motor specialists,
potential stakeholders and funders, and helped to put our small charity on
the map. Peter knew that would be the case, but most of all he wanted to
benefit the often ‘at risk’ young people with whom we work – those who
usually get overlooked in the education race. So next he suggested an
Awards event to celebrate the achievements of those who were often under
achieving until they became re-engaged with learning at GASP. His aim was
to motivate all those young people to work their very hardest for the ultimate
prize – a night like no other at McLaren. He was there in both 2014 (left) and
2015 to welcome and congratulate the proud Award winners. But not this year.

Peter Stayner presenting a GASP Award at McLaren in 2014.

The man who ‘got GASP’

Back in 2013 Peter Stayner, Partner Ambassador for the world-famous
McLaren, came to the GASP workshop at Albury on a fact-finding visit
with our Board Adviser, Caroline Breckell. He liked what he saw during the
session with disaffected young people and promised that he would go
away and discuss with Caroline how McLaren could support GASP. He
left with the prophetic words: “We won’t give you funding – we’ll give you
something infinitely more precious”.

All of us here at GASP were immeasurably saddened to learn of Peter's death
on 26th November, even though we knew that he had been bravely battling a
horrible illness for months. We feel privileged to have enjoyed his company
and his guidance, and his belief in what we are trying to achieve for young
people with the GASP project. There can be no doubt that it has been Peter's
advocacy, bringing our small charity into the McLaren orbit, that has enabled
us to achieve so much, thanks to the ripple effects of the McLaren support.
Peter really 'got GASP', as he once assured us!
We have so much to be grateful to him for… but I guess that mostly, we are just
grateful to have known this gentle-man. Sally Varah, GASP Chair of Trustees.

Unum to fund new Industry Initiative

Early in 2016, we ran a 10-week Industry Initiative programme that linked
students from Therfield School at Leatherhead with Johnston Sweepers,
alternating sessions between the GASP workshop one week and the Dorking
factory the next. It proved an outstanding success – as this feedback from
Natalie Gill at Therfield School shows:
“This was an excellent opportunity for our students. The GASP programme
was very well structured and gave them an insight into what it is like to learn
a trade and be in the working world. In sessions at the GASP workshop they
learnt how to strip down and rebuild an engine; worked on go-carts,
motorbikes, cars and welding. They learnt the importance of health and
safety, clearing up after themselves and leaving the workshop as they found
it; developed teamwork on some tasks and took responsibility for working on
their own on others.
Time spent at Johnston’s was very different: the factory was fanatical about
health and safety. The boys experienced the expectations on them in a
working environment: arriving on time, set breaks, following instructions,
learning new skills, looking out for your work colleagues. They were all given
work tasks to do on the road sweepers assembly line.
Sean Simmons (see page 3) did particularly well. Having completed the
programme, he was accepted to do a week’s work experience at Johnston
Sweepers during the summer. That proved to be another worthwhile
experience and a further spin off from the GASP programme.”
With these outstanding outcomes, we want to offer the programme to more
students from Therfield School. And now we can, thanks to the generosity of
a new funder for GASP, Unum. The company’s Corporate Social Responsibility
Manager, Susan Sanderson, says: “As a Dorking-based business, we are
delighted to be supporting this exciting Industry Initiative programme with
GASP and Therfield School. Education and, in particular, supporting STEM
and developing employability skills, are a key pillar of Unum’s Corporate
Social Responsibility programme and we look forward to expanding our links
with young people in our local communities through this fantastic initiative.”
With the Unum funding secured, GASP is working with Therfield School
and Johnston Sweepers to roll out the second programme early in 2017.
Next, we will also explore getting Unum staff (volunteers) – and their
children (participants) – involved in our GASP evening sessions. The start
of a great relationship, we hope.

Our ‘must have’ gift

‘What I should like,” said one of our Patrons, Christopher Critchlow, “is
to give GASP a Christmas donation for you to use as you think best”
(brilliantly, he did the same last year). So our team thought long and hard
about what we can acquire for the workshop that will benefit all of the
daytime and evening students who come to GASP – adding to the
portfolio of skillsets we teach them and the AQA award accreditations
they can achieve. And whilst a Sheet Metal Folding Machine might not be
the ‘must have’ gift from Santa for most people, at GASP it is top of our
tree this Christmas. That’s because we have recently added metalwork to
the GASP programme, so students can now learn how to fashion their
own toolboxes and create parts for vehicles.

From Henry Curwen, our new CEO

“Well it’s been exactly three months since I took over as CEO at GASP and
what a busy time it has been. I have the benefit of another new colleague
Lynne Regan, who comes to us from George Abbot School, in the newly
created role of Programme Co-ordinator, and also Lucy Thompson, GASP’s
executive assistant, who actually started in the summer and so was able to
show us some of the ropes.
The focus for GASP this year is to consolidate and further professionalise our
work with the students and their supporting organisations. We have been
working on the content of the programmes we offer, branching out into
some new areas, including sheet metal work. Students from Jubilee High
School have started on a year-long programme and this is opening up a
number of new initiatives for GASP, including a fresh partnership with
Brooklands Museum. It’s turning out to be an exciting and stimulating first
year for us all!”

Living the dream at McLaren

A giant leap propelled our top students¬from building go-carts
and electric kit cars in the GASP workshop and mobile unit to the
McLaren Technology Centre on 20th October. There, they found
themselves surrounded by legends of Formula One and at the
very cutting edge of advanced engineering. The outstanding
achievements of those 16 young people who had benefitted from
our GASP Motor Project programmes in the academic year 20152016 – when we worked with almost 200 students – were
rewarded at the charity’s third Awards Presentation Event,
generously hosted once again by McLaren.
“As a small charity, GASP is immensely grateful to McLaren for
championing our work, and for this global giant’s willingness and
enthusiasm to recognise and reward our young Award winners in
this way,” comments GASP CEO, Henry Curwen. The event is the

The Chairman of Surrey County Council, Mrs Sally Marks, presented the
Group Achievement Award and Trophy to Jasmine Merrall, Julia Siwak and
Milly Jones from Bishop David Brown School, and Ashley Cross and Brodie
Burton from Woking High School.

high spot of the GASP year and GASP sponsors and stakeholders,
including a number of our generous donors, presented the 12
awards. Each of the winning students received a framed certificate,
a starter tool kit and a McLaren cap. Following the presentations
and speeches, the winners were photographed close-up with one
of the latest McLaren Formula One cars. Then, joined by their
supporters – family members and teachers – and our other invited
guests, they enjoyed a ‘chance of a lifetime’ Boulevard Tour of the
McLaren Technology and Production Centre.
Speaking to the award winners at the event, GASP Chair of
Trustees, Sally Varah, said: “We teach you new skills in different
ways, outside of the classroom – to help you to discover talents and
achieve things you probably never thought you could. Along the way
at GASP – maybe without even realising it – you also learnt a whole

Damian Percy from the COIN Centre at Broadwater School in Godalming
received the Skills Development Award from Oliver Buckley of the Schutz
Engel Trust.

range of other things: we call them ‘life skills’. That is why this
GASP Awards event not only recognises motor engineering Skills
Development, and Progression into Training. We are also rewarding
students’ Enthusiasm to Learn, Perseverance, Ongoing Commitment
and Total Engagement. We acknowledge those who have shown a
Positive Attitude to Learning, demonstrated Outstanding Work with
Industry, been a Role Model to their peers, or an Ambassador or
Champion for GASP itself.”

“Over the last several years GASP has grown in belief in
itself and increased the wonderful outcomes for young
people. We all know we can achieve more by working
together and I have seen for myself the wonderful example
of GASP students working as a team, helping each other.”
Mrs Sally Marks, Chairman, Surrey County Council

Sean Simmons from Therfield School at Leatherhead won the Outstanding
Work with Industry Award, having completed the GASP Industry Initiative
programme at Johnston Sweepers in Dorking. On the school website, he
reported:

“It was a huge honour to receive the award and it has
certainly opened my eyes to lots of opportunities. I am
interested in completing an apprenticeship when I have
completed my GCSEs and seeing the McLaren Centre has
really shown me what I can do if I work hard.”
Therfield School staff member, Peter Cowlin, said:

“Sean has worked very hard and the award is his just
reward. Everyone at GASP had been immensely impressed
by Sean and we hope that he will use the opportunity and
experience to really inspire him to a great future.”

The High Sheriff of Surrey 2016-2017, Richard Whittington, presented the
Total Engagement Award to Leo Sherlock from George Abbot School in
Guildford.

James Crosson, who attends our Wednesday evening programme, won a
place from More House School in Frensham to train in City and Guilds
Agriculture and Machinery Maintenance at Brinsbury College – thanks he
says, to talking about GASP at his interview! James received the Progression
into Training Award from GASP Patron, Jim McAllister, who generously
allows our students to race go-karts on his track at Dunsfold Park.

(Left) Award winners show off their Certificates on the Boulevard at
McLaren before setting off on an epic tour of the Technology Centre.

The GASP Role Model Award was received by Freya Collins from St Peter’s
School in Guildford. Presenting it, Charlotte Grobien, Chief Executive of
‘Give It Away’ and a generous supporters of GASP, talked of her delight at
seeing so many high-achieving girl students at our Awards event.

The Perseverance Award went to Jack Carter from Ash Manor School and
was presented by Andrew Langridge, Chairman of the Geoff Herrington
Foundation.

Sir John Samuel, pioneering electric car designer and GASP Friend, presented
evening student Robert Honey with the GASP Ambassador Award.
Robert reflects:

“It was amazing to be in such a space age building and have
a tour of the high tech factory, with the history of McLaren
cars going from their first model up to the most modern and
advanced car that they have made. It was fantastic and I will
remember it for a very long time. I was really excited to be
chosen for the Ambassador Award. The evening sessions I
attend at GASP are a highlight of my week: I learn so much
and it's great to get a practical understanding of how
mechanical things work. The session leaders are very
knowledgeable and we get involved in some great projects,
like the Greenpower electric car championships.”

Lea update of the website, a young adult student who attends GASP sessions
with County Care Surrey, was recognised for his Positive Attitude to Learning
and received the award from David Frank, Chairman of the Community
Foundation for Surrey.

Giles Verity, Director at Stanhope-Seta in Chertsey described his company’s
collaboration with GASP, developing the Industry Initiative programme:

“We very much value our relationship with GASP. We
start with a group of quite separate students and by the
end of the 12-week programme they come out having
gelled as a team and having acquired varied skills –
electrical, plumbing, welding… a whole range of things.
We are totally committed to GASP.”

Rewarded with the Enthusiasm to Learn Award, Andrew Merivale from the
Pyrford Centre at Woking received his prize from Robert Pickles of Canon UK;
the company generously sponsored the print of the Award certificates and the
event’s programme – and have printed this News Bulletin for GASP.

The only way is Up!

We’re back at Brooklands

When two organisations have a shared ethos and common geography it
makes good sense to collaborate, especially when the result will be hugely
positive outcomes for young people. That’s why our new CEO and Chair
of Trustees visited Brooklands Museum in mid November to meet with
Director Allan Winn, curator Andrew Lewis and Head of Learning and
Visitor Services, Virginia Smith. As part of its current £7 million restoration
and development programme, Brooklands is focused on improving the
visitor experience for young people and encouraging more of them to
engage with engineering, with a view to training and employment longer
term. There is real synergy in that for GASP – which is why we have run
joint initiatives with Brooklands in the past. In 2013 our mobile team
delivered a 12-week programme with students from the Kingsway Centre,
working alongside the Museum’s volunteers to successfully restore one of
the tour vehicles used to transport visitors around the site.
By the end of our recent discussions, we had agreed to collaborate on two
projects. The first will get underway early in 2017. Six students from Jubilee
High School at Addlestone, who are attending a specially-developed GASP
programme throughout this academic year, will attend an introductory visit
to Brooklands Museum, to understand its history and present day
relevance for aspiring engineers. Brooklands curator Andrew Lewis will
then brief them on the Land Rover project and why the Series 3, SWB
utility vehicle is vital to so many aspects of the Brooklands operation. The
young people will be working with the GASP team to refurbish the Land
Rover back in our Albury workshop over a 10-week period. And once the
work is complete, they will return to the Museum to see the Land Rover –
now in working condition – back in action… thanks to all their hard work at
GASP.

The GASP Motor Project has supported Shere Hill Climb since this
crowd-pulling event started in 2013 and, in turn, our charity has been
supported with a generous share of the profits raised each year. 2016 was
no exception, with GASP students and volunteers on parade bright and
early with our mobile unit and, for the first time this year, ‘Brightspark’,
one of the electric kit cars that our evening students have built and been
racing. This 4th annual Hill Climb attracted over 135 cars and a few classic
motorcycles, each completing three runs during the day – ‘Brightspark’
got a great response on the GASP stand throughout the day and was
allowed two runs up the hill’s lower section, driven by evening students
Alex Pettitt and Robert Honey. Robert, Alex and Tomas and volunteers
Chris Dymond and Angus Denny did a fantastic job explaining to visitors
what goes on at GASP. The Guildford independent Jaguar specialist,
WinSpeed, were very interested in what GASP does and after some
discussion offered Robert Honey a Saturday job – which he loves!
As a result of the GASP team’s input at the Shere Hill Climb, local motor
racing enthusiast David Biggins contacted us to make a generous
donation to GASP. As he explained: “The film I have produced A Sicilian
Dream www.siciliandreammovie.com is a documentary about the longest
running road race set in Sicily and a sequel to my book The Belle Epoque of
the Targa Florio Races 1895-1914. So I felt it would be appropriate to give
the profit raised from a film screening to GASP, which is helping young
people enjoy and appreciate motoring skills and technology.” David is
selling copies of the DVD and book and you can see the joint offer at
www.upfolds.com or to order go to orders@upfolds.com or call David
Biggins on 01306 621204.

Become a GASP Friend?

We are delighted to welcome more GASP Friends
to join the supporters of our charity. They come in
all shapes and sizes and from a diverse range of
backgrounds and interests! But one thing they all
have in common is their over-arching belief in
what GASP is achieving in the delivery of our
programmes to young people, many of whom
are hard to reach, disaffected and potentially ‘at
risk’, And the Friends’ annual subscriptions
help us to continue that work.

Jenny Griffiths, Chair of The Eikon Charity, was one of four GASP Friends
whose names were pulled from the hat to attend our annual Awards
Presentation Event at McLaren. Here, she shares her reflections: “I have
been impressed by the work of GASP since the charity’s early membership
of the Surrey Youth Consortium, so was delighted to become a GASP Friend
and to be able to attend the Awards Presentation Event at the iconic
McLaren Technology Centre. With its sweeping curves, the Centre is a
magnificent example of contemporary architecture, so this was a rare and
special opportunity to appreciate it. But even that experience was dwarfed
by listening to the achievements of the young people receiving the awards,
and learning more about the ever-expanding breadth and depth of
opportunity offered by GASP, including importantly low-carbon transport
with electric vehicles.”
There are three levels of GASP Friends support:
• Individual Friends: £30 annually
• Joint Friends: £40 annually
• Student Friend: £10 annually (or £20 for 3 years)
To receive a copy of the Friends leaflet and discover more about the
opportunities this scheme offers you, please call 07342 185124 or email
our CEO at: henry.curwen@gaspmotorproject.org

Tango for GASP on 20th May

GASP is the chosen charity for the retiring collection when Guildford
Symphony Orchestra steps out with tango dancers and Sambadrome
drummers to bring a Tango Fiesta to town on 20th May 2017.
They promise Tangos and Sambas, a Suite from West Side Story and
round off the concert with Ravel’s Bolero. So get in the beat and please
SAVE THE DATE to join us at G-Live in Guildford, in support of GASP.
For more details and how to book, check out the GSO website
http://www.g-s-o.org.uk or call the GSO box office on 01483 415847.

For further information, please contact: Henry Curwen
henry.curwen@gaspmotorproject.org T: 07342 185124

www.gaspmotorproject.org

Hands on learning
that helps drive change

